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	Deep Learning for Computer Vision: Expert techniques to train advanced neural networks using TensorFlow and Keras, 9781788295628 (1788295625), Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to model and train advanced neural networks to implement a variety of Computer Vision tasks

	
		Key Features

		
			Train different kinds of deep learning model from scratch to solve specific problems in Computer Vision
	
			Combine the power of Python, Keras, and TensorFlow to build deep learning models for object detection, image classification, similarity learning, image captioning, and more
	
			Includes tips on optimizing and improving the performance of your models under various constraints


	
		Book Description

	
		Deep learning has shown its power in several application areas of Artificial Intelligence, especially in Computer Vision. Computer Vision is the science of understanding and manipulating images, and finds enormous applications in the areas of robotics, automation, and so on. This book will also show you, with practical examples, how to develop Computer Vision applications by leveraging the power of deep learning.

	
		In this book, you will learn different techniques related to object classification, object detection, image segmentation, captioning, image generation, face analysis, and more. You will also explore their applications using popular Python libraries such as TensorFlow and Keras. This book will help you master state-of-the-art, deep learning algorithms and their implementation.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Set up an environment for deep learning with Python, TensorFlow, and Keras
	
			Define and train a model for image and video classification
	
			Use features from a pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network model for image retrieval
	
			Understand and implement object detection using the real-world Pedestrian Detection scenario
	
			Learn about various problems in image captioning and how to overcome them by training images and text together
	
			Implement similarity matching and train a model for face recognition
	
			Understand the concept of generative models and use them for image generation
	
			Deploy your deep learning models and optimize them for high performance


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		This book is targeted at data scientists and Computer Vision practitioners who wish to apply the concepts of Deep Learning to overcome any problem related to Computer Vision. A basic knowledge of programming in Python-and some understanding of machine learning concepts-is required to get the best out of this book.
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Encyclopedia of Cryptography and SecuritySpringer, 2005
This comprehensive encyclopedia provides easy access to information on all aspects of cryptography and security. With an A–Z format of over 460 entries, 100+ international experts provide an accessible reference for those seeking entry into any aspect of the broad fields of cryptography and information security. Most entries in this...


		

HTML5 Programming with JavaScript For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Web designers and programmers, add JavaScript to your HTML5 development toolkit without fear


	Modern websites are complex, and some of the most exciting features - things like geolocation, canvas, portability to mobile and more - require JavaScript to leverage what HTML5 can create. Don't know JavaScript? That's where...


		

CCSP Cisco Secure PIX Firewall Advanced Exam Certification GuideCisco Press, 2003
Official self-study test preparation guide for the Cisco 9E0-111 and 642-521 CSPFA exams

Coverage of the CSPFA topics enables you to identify and fill your knowledge gaps before the exam date. You'll learn about:


	The comprehensive line of Cisco PIX Firewall products and the technology and features central to each...






	

AutoCAD 2005 and AutoCAD LT 2005: No Experience RequiredSybex, 2004
AutoCAD 2005 and AutoCAD LT 2005: No Experience Required is your  step-by-step introduction to the latest versions of AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT, the  world’s leading customizable CAD software. Inside this perfectly-paced guide are  the clear-cut explanations and practical tutorials that you need to complete  even the most elaborate...


		

Software Testing Foundations: A Study Guide for the Certified Tester Exam, 2nd EditionRocky Nook, 2007

	
		Within the last 18 months more than 40,000 people worldwide have taken the International Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB) Foundations Level exam, 10,000 alone in the last 4 months. So, where can all these people go to learn what they need to know in order to pass the exam? Now they can go to Software Testing...



		

Color Atlas Of PharmacologyThieme Medical Publishers, 2005
Updated with the most important new substances and scientific developments, the third edition of The Color Atlas of Pharmacology makes it easier than ever for students, nurses, and practicing physicians to keep up with the latest developments in this constantly changing field. Featuring a user-friendly layout, jargon-free language, and more than...
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